by

1

Across

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1 Judge singles for
Welshman (1978) (5)
9

4 Quickly produces brown
stuff the French drink (7,2)
9 I'm past worrying after
British initiation ceremony
(7)

11

14

18

23

14 Singing brothers always
clear out laundry (6)

27

27 Place for vision training
said to be lacking in
emotion (3-4)
28 New Zealander (1943)
heated about fighting
Hungary (7)
30 Knight with middle
eastern spirit finds gold in
the morning in mountain
range (9)

19

20

21

24

25

26

16 Maiden encountered in
resolution by New
Zealander (1891) (8)

24 Bird flu? We go in a
whirlpool (6,4)

16

22

12 Englishman (1875)
liked eating enormous
sheep's heads (4)

23 Barrel has Australian
fish (4)

15
17

11 During sightseeing trip,
child and father exercise
with this before setting off?
(10)

20 Normal scores by
England captain get a very
long way (6)

12
13

10 Pakistani (1957)
provides staff with old
gold (7)

18 Englishman (1900) has
foot problem by river
crossing (8)

10

28

30

31 Host brings organ back
for New Zealander (1912)
(5)
Down
1 Bond villain chucks
away odd career (3)
2 Write up song from
somewhere on the edge of
the solar system (7)
3 South African (1872) to
keep quiet about American
university (5)
4 Pakistani (1970) has
sheep being almost
clownish (6)
5 Being able to reflect,
Mark gets involved in
weird mystery (8)

29

31

6 Eastwood gets rid of
third-rate fluff (4)
7 Sri Lanka, a very hot
place, the last base for a
European (7)
8 In a Cadillac, it is a rapid
reversal to be harmfully
dependent (11)
11 English captain missing
out on whisky in swindle
by Englishman (1975) (11)
13 This person's climbing
over mother to see Austen
heroine (4)
15 Officer keeps providing
boost (4)
17 Russian ready to invade
Turkey is one intent on
making mischief (8)

19 Stag possibly more
embarrassed about
beginning to eat (3,4)
21 Cleaner more acidic
about college (7)
22 Song putting soldier on
edge (6)
25 Akram's head goes
down when in the water (5)
26 Carbon monoxide quite
all right for Englishman
(1984) (4)
29 Colour is incredibly
popular, but no good (3)

